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The service sector accounts for most of the world’s economic activity, but it’s the leaststudied part of the economy. A service system comprises people and technologies that
adaptively compute and adjust to a system’s changing value of knowledge. A science of
service systems could provide theory and practice around service innovation.

O

ver the past three decades, services have become
the largest part of most industrialized nations’
economies. Yet there’s still no widely accepted
deﬁnition of service, and service productivity,
quality, compliance, and innovation all remain
hard to measure. Few researchers have studied service,
and institutions have paid little attention to educating
students in this area.
The service economy refers to the service sector, one
of three main economic categories, in addition to service activities performed in the extractive and manufacturing sectors. The growth of the service sector has
resulted in part from the specialization and outsourcing
of service activities performed inside manufacturing
firms (for example, design, maintenance, human resources, customer contact specialists). According to a
recent National Academy of Engineering report,1 the service sector accounts for more than 80 percent of the US
gross domestic product, employs a large and growing
share of the science and engineering workforce, and is
the primary user of IT. The report suggests that academic researchers ought to begin to focus on service businesses’ needs by:
• adapting and applying systems and industrial engineering concepts, methodologies, and quality-control processes to service functions and businesses;
• integrating technological research and social science,
management, and policy research; and
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• educating and training engineering and science graduates prepared to deal with management, policy, and
social issues.
One approach is to develop a general theory of service with well-defined questions, tools, methods, and
practical implications for society. Some see economics, operations research, industrial engineering, management of information systems, multiagent systems,
or the science of complex systems as the appropriate
starting point for such a general theory. Others contend that the pervasiveness of services, such as government, education, healthcare, banking, insurance,
IT and business services, creates a need for many
specific engineering, management, or applied science
disciplines.
We believe the solution lies in between those two
approaches. Toward this end, we’re cultivating an interdisciplinary effort called Service Science, Management,
and Engineering—the application of scientific, management, and engineering disciplines to tasks that one
organization (service provider) beneﬁcially performs for
and with another (service client). SSME aims to understand how an organization can invest effectively to create service innovations and to realize more predictable
outcomes.2-5 With information and business services the
service economy’s fastest-growing segments—and with
the rise of Web services, service-oriented architectures
(SOA), and self-service systems—we see a strong rela-
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tionship between the study of service systems and the
more established study of computational systems.

relationships—producing expected or better-thanexpected outcomes across the range of stakeholders—
develops a reputation for excellence, thus generating
SERVICE AND SERVICE SYSTEMS
even more interest from high-potential students and
Service can be defined as the application of compe- employees. The best get better.
tences for the beneﬁt of another,6 meaning that service
The students’ preparedness is crucial in determining
is a kind of action, performance, or promise that’s the result of the service relationship. The better prepared
exchanged for value between provider and client. Service that students are to learn, the more likely their transis performed in close contact with a client; the more formations will meet expectations. Excellent universiknowledge-intensive and customized the service, the ties are very selective in the students they accept, which
more the service process depends
functions as a kind of standardizacritically on client participation and
tion of client inputs into the serviceinput, whether by providing labor,
production system.
Individuals, families,
property, or information.7
Universities have adapted to supﬁrms, nations,
Service systems comprise service
port complex relationships between
and economies
providers and service clients working
service providers and clients, and
together to coproduce value in comthey’re now adapting to IT changes
all represent instances
plex value chains or networks.8 Proin how they package, deliver, manof service systems.
viders and clients might be individage, and measure education. Alternauals, ﬁrms, government agencies, or
tives to traditional university eduany organization of people and techcation services now include remote
nologies. The key is that providers and clients work teaching, self-paced learning, and online learning
together to create value—the client owns or controls some through role-playing games. In the end, we can’t simply
state that the provider is responsible for transforming consider the university a service provider, but more like
according to some agreement between provider and a complex adaptive system of people and technologies
client.9
working together to create value (learning).
More precisely, we deﬁne a service system as a valueEducational service systems
coproduction conﬁguration of people, technology, other
Consider universities as service providers that aim to internal and external service systems, and shared infortransform student knowledge through agreements, rela- mation (such as language, processes, metrics, prices,
tionships, and other exchanges among students and uni- policies, and laws). This recursive service system deﬁnversity faculty, including courses offered and taken, ition highlights the fact that service systems have intertuition paid, and work-study arrangements. Typically, nal structure (intraentity services) and external structure
students don’t bear the complete cost of educational (interentity services) in which participants coproduce
transformations. Rather, individuals, corporations, non- value directly or indirectly with other service systems.
proﬁt organizations, and government sponsors help sup- Individuals, families, ﬁrms, nations, and economies all
port universities. This ﬁnancial support lets universities represent instances of service systems. Individuals (who
invest in infrastructure and other resources, offsetting exchange service with external service systems) and the
the difference in the actual cost and the tuition that the global economy (which contains many internal service
market can bear.
systems that exchange service) represent special cases
Although potentially beneﬁcial to everyone involved, because most service systems have both internal and
this economic arrangement results in a service equation external service structures.
that’s more complex than that of a single, unambiguous
service client. Rather than managing a single coproduc- IT outsourcing service system
tion relationship, universities manage coproduction relaConsider IT outsourcing, which is a complex busitionships among multiple clients, each of whom might ness-to-business service system. An IT outsourcing seror might not know or care about the others or about vice provider offers to take over operation and
their relative needs and expectations.
maintenance of clients’ IT investments and to do it betThe student, who experiences the service ﬁrsthand, is ter and cheaper than the clients can do it themselves.
likely to use qualitative measures to judge service qual- Thus, the provider aims to improve the efficiency of
ity, whereas a corporate or government supporter might client IT operations, reducing cost over time by applyrely more on collective quantitative measures, such as ing unique skills, experience, and capabilities more effecstandardized test scores and number of graduates. Over tively than the client can.
time, universities have developed sophisticated processes
Outsourcing service arrangements range from multiand organizations to manage their complex service rela- billion-dollar deals in which the service provider takes
tionships. A university that excels in all these service over all of a Fortune 100 company’s IT assets, to smaller
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deals in which the provider takes over a single functional erly; thus, they might require certification as well as
area, such as help-desk operations or Web-server opera- proof of responsibility in dealing with unintended
tions. There are many ways to structure outsourcing agree- consequences (for example, drivers’ licenses and car
ments, including transformational or nontransforma- liability insurance). A general theory of service must
tional, single source or multiple source, and locating clarify the characteristics of service systems and service
resources at the client’s or provider’s location. Negotiations competences that we see in everyday life—and must also
determine a deal’s structure, which is formally speciﬁed in clarify the value of different kinds of knowledge in
a contract the provider and client jointly produce.
diverse contexts as judged by diverse stakeholders.
Professionals from the ﬁnance, legal, business operaRegardless of how competence leads to action and
tions, IT operations, and human resources departments value, coordination and governance require shared inforcontribute information in large outmation. Three key types of shared
sourcing deals. A service-level agreeinformation are language, laws, and
ment (SLA) speciﬁes the metrics the
measures. Without some form of lanSome competences
client can use to monitor and verify
guage, signaling, or standard encodmight have side effects
the contract. The metrics match client
ing of information, systems would
and associated risks
business objectives to valid, quantiﬁﬁnd coordination difﬁcult, leading to
able service provider performance
missed opportunities for innovation
to other service systems
indicators. IT outsourcing SLAs often
or efﬁciency gains.10
if not executed properly.
include provider commitments to perProvisioning sophisticated service
form some activity within an agreedand maintaining complex service
to amount of time (for example,
systems requires laws and contracts.
resolve high-severity IT problems in less than 60 min- Typically, every service system has a governing authorutes), or to maintain a minimal service-availability level ity that seeks to ensure that all those in the service sys(for example, no more than 120 minutes downtime tem can communicate in shared languages and abide
per unit-month). Though SLAs are conventional and by shared laws. In firms, it’s the CEO and board of
useful, achieving them is just one measure of client directors; and in nations, it’s government leaders and
satisfaction.
agencies, as well as shared legal documents and enforcement agencies.
Service-system characteristics
Prices are one type of measure of the value of services
What are the simplest types of service? Reducing the exchanged within or between service systems. Often,
application of competence to a list of instructions that standardizing the sets of measures used within and
one service system can communicate to another is a “tell between service systems improves the productive capacme” type of service. The client can request and then use ity of the system by eliminating unneeded transaction
the instructions to gain the beneﬁt of the provider’s com- costs and improving coordination. Language, laws, meapetence (say, through self-service). Thus, a conversa- sures, and other types of shared information evolve over
tion is a “building block” type of service in which two time as service systems invest to improve productivity,
systems exchange self-service executable competence of quality, compliance, and innovation.
benefit to both. Self-help books are an example of
providers trying to reduce service to a set of instructions. BACKGROUND FOR A THEORY
More sophisticated service categories include “show
The components of a service system are people, techme,” “help me,” and “do it for me.” IT outsourcing is nology, internal and external service systems connected
an example of a “do it for me” type of service.
by value propositions, and shared information (such as
Most of the time, real-world competences of great language, laws, and measures). So a theory of service
value aren’t simple. It isn’t possible to reduce complex systems should explain what service systems are and
competences to a list of easily executed instructions (con- aren’t, how they arise and evolve, the relation between
sider riding a bike, ﬂying a plane, or transforming a busi- internal and external service systems, and the role of
ness supply chain). Some service systems might not have people, technology, value propositions, and shared inforall the requisite skills to execute the instructions or it mation in the system. But what motivates our choice of
might just be physically impossible for a system to per- service system components?
form the service independently at the current technolShelby Hunt referred to seven types of a firm’s
ogy level. Some services lose their significance when resources11 that map well to the service-system compoprivileged entities don’t perform them (for example, a nents. Richard R. Nelson and Sidney G. Winter12 disvendor conducting an elevator safety inspection rather tinguished between physical and social technology, with
than an authorized city agency).
physical technology mapping to the traditional notion of
Some competences might have side effects and asso- technology, and social technology mapping to people,
ciated risks to other service systems if not executed prop- other service systems, and shared information.
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• Science–what service systems are and how to
understand their evolution;
• Management–how to invest to improve service
systems; and
• Engineering–how to invent new technologies that
improve the scaling of service systems.

Science

The roles of people, technology, shared information,
as well as the role of customer input in
Brazil
Indonesia
50
2004
production processes and the application of com2004
petences to beneﬁt others must be described and
deﬁned.
China
Bangladesh 2004
India 2004
United States 2004
Globally, human labor is shifting to the service
1900
industries, as Figure 1 shows. Substituting technology for human labor in many agricultural and
Nigeria
2004
World
manufacturing processes is accelerating this
1800
trend. Human labor involves a range of physical,
mental, and social actions. Machines can some50
100
times carry out routine physical and mental
Agriculture labor (percent)
human actions more cost-effectively and precisely. People use ATMs, kiosks, e-commerce Web
Figure 1. Global shift. Labor is shifting from agriculture to services in all
sites, and other self-service technologies rather
nations, including the 10 with the largest populations.
than engaging in routine social interactions with
other people.
The capabilities required to provision a service
Decomposing work into separable service activities
between service systems are distributed among people, that let labor move to low-cost geographies is also dritechnology, other service systems, and shared informa- ving this trend. All employees in an organization render
tion. Douglas Engelbart13,14 made similar distinctions services to complete their tasks. When outsourcing comwhen he referred to basic human capabilities coevolving ponents or substituting technology for components
with a human system and tool system. The result of the reconﬁgure work practices, it’s not uncommon to refer
coevolution is a capability infrastructure that can aug- to the reconﬁguration as a decomposition of the work
ment knowledge workers and improve organizations’ into separate services, as well as the creation of new sercollective intelligence.
vices. With the rise of the Internet and Web services,
Carliss Y. Baldwin and Kim B. Clark15 analyzed the enterprise architects are increasingly using SOA to ﬂexcoevolution of tools and human systems for the com- ibly integrate and dynamically reconﬁgure both human
puter industry. They identiﬁed six modular operators— and computational services.
splitting, substituting, augmenting, excluding, inverting,
Knowledge intensity is increasingly a part of modern
and porting—that cover the full range of operations that service value propositions. Nearly all service industries
service-system designers can do to service systems or any show growth in knowledge intensity, both through
other type of human-designed artifact or system.
more skilled labor and more use of advanced technolBaldwin and Clark examined the short-term and long- ogy. Even service industries, such as retail and hospiterm economic impact of a modularity decision. Hunt11 tality franchises, with value propositions based on
described the role of the entrepreneur and innovation in low-cost and generic skilled labor, invest heavily in
the context of a general theory of competition and the dis- advanced technological and organizational infrastrucequilibrium-provoking impact that innovation produces. tures that ensure productivity, quality, and compliance
What emerges is a picture of service systems with a com- with standards.
plex internal service-system structure embedded in ecosystems with a complex external service-system structure.
Management
In sum, several theories have identiﬁed the building
Understanding service system improvements and failblocks of service systems, but researchers have not yet ures to improve is important to a theory of service sysdeveloped a theory of service systems.
tems, as it would enable effective management of service
systems. We propose a triple-loop learning framework
TOWARD A THEORY OF SERVICE SYSTEMS
that is based on evaluating return on investments of
A general theory of service systems should consist of transformation efforts aimed at improvement. The
framework has three dimensions:
three parts:
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• Efﬁciency (plans). Things are done in the right way.
• Effectiveness (goals). The right things get done.
• Sustainability (relationships). The right relationships
exist with other service systems.

Engineering
Under what conditions does a service system improve
itself, and how can we design such systems that
improve? Consider franchises and online e-commerce. In
the past 50 years, franchises have transformed the business landscape. Local businesses have flocked to the
franchise model, which enjoys economies of scale that
local businesses don’t. From the perspective of mobile
service clients, franchises exploit shared information to
provide a standard service experience and value proposition, independent of location.
E-commerce Web sites represent another recent
advance related to scaling of service. Access to an online
service, independent of geographic constraints, lets a service system more efﬁciently scale up internal and external service transactions. A system’s ability to scale up
depends on many factors. Most important is the nature
of the resources that the service system is integrating to
realize the competence being delivered as service.
Three types of key resources make up all service.
People. The more they’re needed and the longer it
takes to educate them or get them to competent performance, the more expensive human resources typically
become. For example, each profession has only a limited

Technology

Software
as a service

Profits

Using shared information that ranges from news
reports and polls to surveys and government and scientiﬁc studies, service systems can compare themselves to
each other along efﬁciency, effectiveness, and sustainability dimensions. Using private internal information,
service systems can compare their current state to previous states and identify historical trends in key performance indicators.
Well-known service systems with excellent reputations
routinely receive value proposition proposals from other
service systems to coproduce value. Reputation is often
critically important to sustainability. The amount of
shared information available to all service systems in an
ecology of service systems enhances coordination and
mutual sustainability.
Access to shared information that describes how to
perform many different types of services can enhance
the versatility of service systems and allow service systems to exploit self-service when there’s a paucity of
external value propositions choices. Efﬁciency concerns
tend to push service systems toward overspecialization,
while sustainability concerns tend to push service systems toward diversification and general competences.
Effectiveness concerns tend to push service systems
toward value propositions with the highest returns and
longest expected time horizon for high returns.

Information

Labor

Revenues

Figure 2. Revenue and proﬁt scales. Revenue and proﬁt scale
differently in service systems that integrate different types of
resources.

number of people, and training more people with those
professional skills takes time and educational investment.
So scaling a service system that depends on human
resources might require seeking out labor from another
less expensive geography, repurposing and retraining
people from another industry sector, or identifying
demographic segments yet to join the labor force.
Technology. Technological resources are like most
physical material supplies. Typically, the more one buys,
the lower the price vendors demand. The incremental
cost of the next unit of production is lower than the last.
Thus, a service system can take better advantage of scale
if it integrates technology or other types of physical
material resources.
Shared information. Informational resources enjoy
incredible scale efficiency because of the small incremental cost in duplicating them. Creating the next unit
of an informational resource has virtually zero cost.
Nevertheless, pirating and illegal copying can erode
some of the advantages of scaling service systems based
on informational resources.
Service systems integrate people, technology, and
information resources in different proportions. As a
result, each system is unique, resulting in situations in
which revenue and profits scale differently. Figure 2
compares the revenue and profit-scaling properties of
ﬁrms based on software, product, software as a service,
and high- and low-skill labor-based services.

Service systems as computational systems
Because IT is such an important part of service systems today, we might ask how service systems are similar to and different from computational systems.
The main difference is people. The largest service system, the global economy, includes more than six billion
people. Some large ﬁrms have hundreds of thousands of
employees. People do a lot of the work—physical, mental, and social. Furthermore, unlike computational sysJanuary 2007
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tem components, we can’t easily model and simulate the
behavior of people doing work in service systems. For
example, laws and policies only partially govern people. Even when citizens and employees know government laws and corporate policies, compliance isn’t
complete, which creates risk as well as opportunities.
So, perhaps if we model people as components with
stochastic behavior, we could apply existing theories of
computational systems to service systems. For example,
the notion of trust is well developed in fields of computer science that deal with privacy protection and
secure systems. But noncompliance creates opportunities
as well as risks.
Many innovations break a rule or violate a policy.
How can we tell the difference between cheating and
innovation in a service system, where people informally
and formally change rules and policies?
Service systems are complex adaptive systems made
up of people, and people are complex and adaptive
themselves. Service systems are dynamic and open,
rather than simple and optimized. And there are many
different kinds of value, including financial, relationship, and reputation.
Mechanism design theory, a new branch of theoretical computer science that integrates with game theory
and economics, introduces the notion of a social utility
function in the context of computational systems. A fundamental problem in economics and game theory hinges
on the fact that sometimes individual and collective goals
aren’t aligned. The emerging ﬁeld of incentive engineering, which human-capital management students in business schools are studying, addresses the problem of
incentive alignment of individuals and larger groups.
Services science is an emerging ﬁeld that seeks to tap
into these and other relevant bodies of knowledge, integrate them, and advance three goals—aiming ultimately
to understand service systems, how they improve, and
how they scale.

A

science of service can provide a foundation for creating lasting improvements to service systems.
Nevertheless, we’re only beginning this effort.
Service science aims to understand and catalog service
systems and to apply that understanding to advancing
our ability to design, improve, and scale service systems
for practical business and societal purposes. The study
of service systems is an integrative, multidisciplinary
undertaking, and many disciplines have knowledge and
methods to contribute. Nothing is settled, and we still
have much work to do. ■
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